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(D 
CONFERENCE ON "SHORTWAVE BROADCASTING IN ASIA AND 

THE PACIFIC REGION" - SINGAPORE, SEPTEMBER 1-6, 1986 

A conference on "Shortwave Broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific Region" 

was organised by the Asian Mass Communication Research and Information 

Centre (AMIC) and the East-West Center (Institute of Culture and 

Communication), Honolulu, in Singapore from September 1-6, 1986. The 

conference took place at the premises of AMIC in Singapore. The 

invited participants were representatives from Asian and European 

shortwave broadcasting stations as well as academics from the United 

States of America, Malaysia, Indonesia and Australia, who are 

particularly preoccupied with questions on mass communication and 

shortwave broadcasting. Every delegate had been requested to deliver 

both a verbal and a written report on information and the function 

of his organisation. The working language at the conference was 

English. Information about individual broadcasting institutions was 

distributed to the participants. 

The main themes of the conference were : 

1. The present state of Shortwave Broadcasting particularly in Asia. 

2. Audience Research - Possibilities and Limitations. 

3. The future of Shortwave Broadcasting - Outlooks and Hazards. 

I. The present state of Shortwave Broadcasting 

After years of expansion of technical installations as well as 

programmes, shortwave broadcasting particularly in Asia is 

considered to be in a phase of stagnation, if not retrogression. 

Hardly any of the participants could produce evidence that an 

extension of their programme services or the setting up of new 

transmitters would take place in the foreseeable future. On the 

contrary, the general drift of thought was : all organisations 

face severe financial difficulties. "Zero Growth" is the rule. 
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Worse still, some of the stations like "Radio New Zealand" or 

"Radio Australia" must manage on a reduced budget. The cut 

at "Radio Australia" amounts to a total of 5% for the current 

financial year. Therefore, morale is subdued everywhere. A 

feeling of resignation prevails. There is a lack of understanding 

of the problems on the side of governments and technical and 

personnel problems are growing. 

Compared to Asian organisations, the three stations from 

western Europe, namely the BBC, "Radio Nederland" and the 

Deutsche Welle are relatively better off. The opportunity to look 

further than their own boundaries and to approximate their own 

troubles made the participation in this meeting worthwhile. 

What are the troubles of the others? Three are mentioned below: 

1. The urgently necessary inevitable technical improvement is 

stagnant. Everyone realises that huge investments are 

necessary if one wants to continue to have a say in 

international shortwave broadcasting. That applies to relay 

station in foreign countries but also to the improvement of 

transmitting and studio installations. New Zealand operates 

with two transmitters from the time of the Second World War. 

"Radio Japan" has started to operate three new shortwave 

transmitters in Yamata north of Tokyo, but that is a drop in 

the ocean. Likewise, Australia has plans for the installation 

of a new transmitter which should replace the old one, but 

because of the budgetary cutbacks, nothing seems confirmed. 

In brief : in the area of technology, there is a common 

shortage of means for necessary replacement and extension. 

•••••/0 
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2. This has consequences for the programmes. To put it 

simply : Shortwave broadcasting station are losing 

personnel. Good journalists are drawn off by 

competition from the private sector or public relations 

enterprises. They earn an income which is many times 

higher than the little they are getting, and with that 

the organisations supported by the government cannot 

compete anymore. That does not apply only to Australia 

and New Zealand but also to the developing countries, 

like Malaysia or Indonesia. Everywhere, where government-

supported stations are competing against private 

enterprises, they are on a losing end, and in Asia, good 

broadcasting journalists are in ever shorter supply than 

in Germany. 

3. The third, negative tendency is increasing government 

influence. Interference in programmes and the dismissal 

of unfavoured editors are no single occurances. There 

can be no talk of "Freedom of Speech" in most Asian 

stations. The "Scissors in the Head" operate within 

the organisation and for most of the workers of the 

transmitting station, they have became an important tool 

of survival. Frustration and lack of interest are the 

results which influence the quality of the programmes. 

One cannot repeat often enough that the BBC, "Radio 

Nederland" and Deutsche Welle are quite unique in this 

respect. 

II Audience Research - Possibilities and Limitations 

Audience research occupied a relatively wide section of this 

conference. The BBC had sent their head of the audience research 

department, Mr Graham Mytton, along with many of his publications 
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and his own skills in presenting his profession. In addition, 

audience research appears to be fashionable at the moment. 

Certainly there is a reason for it. The value of this activity 

is not to be disputed. However the word "research" still 

disseminates an academic aura and are as a rule, practical 

consequences do not result from this part of activity. Because of the 

high cost rcr each project, few can finance it. Therefore, one spent a 

whole day in Singapore discussing the extremely impressive paper 

from the BBC about a theme, which unfortunately belongs more to 

the area of academic than to practical work. With reference 

to Asia, audience research remains but a dream. 

The Future of the Shortwave Radios - Outlooks and Hazards 

It would not be difficult to write a book about this topic. The 

conference in Singapore went some way towards this. Apart from 

the country papers, this subject took up more than half of the 

total time. The Asian perspective was always observed. The major 

points of the discussion were: -

the Shortwave will maintain its function well into the next 

century. It remains the unique medium which crosses all 

frontiers, and which is accessible everywhere without outside 

influence. 

Television, video casettes and programmes on medium wave, 

and FM, noticeably influence the listeners' habits. Programmes 

must take regard of this if they do not want to lose their 

effect and to waste the scarce financial resources. Here 

lies the significance ' of audience research and far-sighted 

personnel policy. 
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In Asia, religious and commercial stations are becoming 

noticeable competitors to conventional programmes. Their 

financial means exceed those of the public and governmental 

institutions. 

The big stations are becoming stronger and hardly leave any 

possibility of survival for the smaller stations. Whoever 

wants to stay in the shortwave broadcasting business must 

be prepared to invest in a considerable amount : above all 

in stronger transmitters but also in the area of personnel. 

The confidence in the Geneva Shortwave-Conference is extremely 

low here with the Asian participants. They cannot imagine 

the rich voluntarily allowing the beggers to use 

essential frequencies. This would mean that the USA and USSR, 

who are the major shortwave broadcastors would have to relinquish 

50% or more of their frequency and transmitting capacity. 

Deutsche Welle, BBC and "Radio Nederland" would also be affected. 

Satellite transmission of shortwave as well as television 

programmes is technically feasible. For financial and political 

reasons, however, they will not be .an alternative for at least 

the next 20 to 30 years. For the majority of shortwave listeners, 

single sideband reception is not expected to bring much noticeable 

improvement from the present unsatisfactory condition before the 

middle of the 90's. 

Summary 

The international conference on "Shortwave Broadcasting in Asia" reflected 

the pessimistic expectation, particularly among the Asian participants. 

Serious budget problems as well as a shortage of personnel bring 

threatening results. The technical improvement through relay stations 

fails largely because of financial and political problems. Generally, 

the present situation is felt to be a bad stretch which one must overcome. 
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In the long term, however, the outlook of shortwave broadcasting is 

seen as good, particularly in Asia with its great distances and with 

its other media largely underdeveloped. Throughout, the aim is for 

greater cooperation in practically all available areas. The West-

European stations have been strongly asked to do their bit. 

Taken from a German version presented by : Dr. Wolfgang Weise 

Deutsche Welle 

Koeln, 08.09.1986 
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